complete with respect to the metric induced by this norm. The function F from a number interval into the set B of all continuous transformations from S into S is required to satisfy certain inequalities (Theorem A', § 3).
In § 2 we develop a continuous product in a still more general setting, requiring only that S should be a complete metric space, and then specialize in § 3. Having in mind the problem of numerical solution of differential and integral equations, we give particular attention to obtaining upper bounds to the errors in various approximations to the continuous product ( § § 3 and 4) .
In § 5, integral equations of the form
Y(t) = A + ΫdF Y
are solved by means of the continuous product. Section 6 contains Presented to the Society, August 30, 1957 ; received by the editors December 23, 1957. This paper is based for the most part on the author's thesis prepared under the supervision of Professor H. S. Wall at the University of Texas. where I is the identity transformation. If u and v are numbers then J is a chain from % to v if J is an increasing or decreasing finite number sequence whose first term is u and whose last term is v the chain from u to u is the two-term sequence u, u. If J is the chain {x^Zl from u to v then the mesfe of J is the least number r such that \x i+1 -x t \ ^ r, i = 1, , n. The statement that J f is a refinement of J means that J 7 is a chain from w to v having J as subsequence. The statement that J" is the section of J from the number v! of J to the number ΐ/ of J means that J" is the subsequence of J which is a chain from u f to v' and a proper subsequence of no subsequence of J which is a chain from vl to v'.
Suppose [α, δ] is a number interval, ϊ 7 a transformation from the square disc [a, δ] x [α, δ] , A a point of S and J the number sequence {ί*}?*! 1 contained in [α, δ] . Then r(i i+1 , ί 4 ) is denoted by Γ f , Jβ If, in addition, Γ is a transformation to B then [Πf-i^ijJ^ ί s denoted by ΠJ{T, A). The statement that x is the continuous product means each of c and t is a number in [α, δ] , x is a point of S and, if ε is a positive number then there is a chain J from c to t such that D{Y[j, (T, A), a?} < ε for every refinement J f of J. The statement that V is a variation function for [α, δ] means that F is a continuous function from [α, δ] x [α, δ] into the non-negative numbers such that, if each of x, y, and z is in [α, δ] and x ^ y ^ z f then V(a?, ?/) + V(y, z) ^ F(α, z) = F(z, α). Note that 0 g F(tftf) + V(x,x) V (a?, a;), so that V(x, x) = 0. The statement that TΓ is a closing function for [α, δ] means that "FT is a variation function for [α, δ] such that, if ε is a positive number then there is a chain J -{ίJΓJi 1 from a to δ such that ΣΓ=i T^i iiΓ < ε. If each of U and F is a variation function for [a, δ] , then U-V is a closing function for [α, δ] . If TF is a closing function for [α, δ] [a, δ] , each of U and V a variation function for [α, 6] , W a closing function for [a, &] . Suppose further that for p and q in [α, b] , J a chain from p to g, x and y in S, D{x, A} ίg r and D{y, A) ^ r, we have (T, x) , A} <^ r for each chain J' from p to a number t in [a, b] such that \p -t\ + \t -q\ = \p -q\, then D{J\j(T, x) , T{q, p) 
Then there is a subinterval Q' of [α, b] 
containing c such that, if t is in Q r and J is a chain from c to t then D{f[j(T, A), A) ^ r and ij Q is such an interval and t is in Q then the continuous product dP {T, A) is a point of S.
Proof. We first establish statements (i) and (ii) below, and then the theorem.
Denote by
Suppose there is a positive integer k not greater than n such that { A} > V(c, s k+1 ) and denote by j the least such integer k. If m is a positive integer not greater than j then
which, by (2.2) and (2) of the hypothesis, does not exceed Σί-i V UtJ V (c, s j+1 ), a contradiction and (i) is established. Thus Q is a subinterval of [α, 6] containing c such that if ί is in Q r and J is a chain from c to ί then D{J{j{T, A), A} ^ r.
Suppose that Q is a subinterval of [α, 6] which contains c such that, if t is in Q and J is a chain from c to t then D{]Jj(T, A), A} ^ r.
(ii) If t is in Q, J is the chain {sJΓ=i from c to £ and J' a refinement of J then 
If ε is a positive number and the chain J from C to t in Q ( = [a,βj) is such that Σr-iW ifJ <6/{expp(α,i8)]}, then D{ΠJ(Γ,A), ΠJ'(Γ,A)} < ε for every refinement J' of J. Since the space S is complete, it follows that, for each t in Q, there is a point in S which is the continuous product cW (Γ, A 
Proof Denote Π^ (T, A) by x and Y(x) by j/. By Corollary 1 we have <D| [Π Γijl/, A|" ^ r, i = 0, . , n .
as was to be proved.
COROLLARY 3. If t is in Q and s between c and t, then
Proof Suppose ε is a positive number. There is a chain J t from c to s such that
Ji is a refinement of J λ . There is a chain J 3 from c to t having J λ as subsequence such that, if J^ is a refinement of J 3 ,
D\π(T,A),Y(t)\<6l2.
Since s is in Q we have DlJlj^iT, A), A} ^ r and therefore D{Y(s), A} <^ r. Suppose J' z is a refinement of J 3 , J[ the section of J^ from c to 8 and J2 the section of J' 3 from s to t. Then, by Corollary 2,
, as was to be proved. COROLLARY 
Y is continuous.
Proof. If t is in Q and s between c and ί, then, by Corollaries 1 and 3 we have
D{ a W(T, Y(s)), Y(s)}^ V(8,t).
This is true also if s = c or s = ί. Thus, using Corollary 3 we obtain
D{Y(t), Y(s)} ^ V(s, t)
and the continuity of Y follows from the continuity of V. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose J is the chain {s t }i*ϊ from c to the number t in Q,
Proof We shall prove the following statement which implies (2.4):
Suppose J ff -{rjii}, w t is the integer k such that s i+1 = r k+1 and
By an argument similar to that used in proving (2.3) we obtain
and
From this inequality and the fact that M n = T[j"(T, A)
we obtain (2.5).
COROLLARY 6. Suppose C is a point of S and D{C, A) is a number r λ . If r > r λ then there is a subinterval Q[ of [α, b] containing c such that if t is in Q[ and J is a chain from c to t then D{Ί1J(T, C), A}^r and D{ΠJ(T, A), A} ^ r and if Q τ is such an interval and t is in Q x then there is a point of S which is the continuous product C Π £ (Ϊ\ Q Moreover, if t is in Q λ and J is a chain from c to t then
D {Π (Γ, C), Y(t)} £ n{exp [U(c, t]} +D[U (Γ, A), Γ(ί)} . Note that if Q[ denotes a subinterval Q'ί of [α, δ] containing c such that if t is in Q'i,
V(c, t) <Ξ r -r u then if t is in Q[ and J is a chain from c to t we have^r and
The remainder of the argument is omitted.
3. Specialization, Throughout the rest of this paper, the complete metric space S is required to be an additive abelian group with zero element N having a norm || || such that, if x and y are in S then \\x\\ > Ounlessα = N and \\N\\ = 0, ||-^|| -[|x||, \\x + y\\ ^ \\x\\+\\y\\, D{x, y} -\\x -y\\. If F is in B, the set of all continuous transformations from S into S, then -F is the element G of B defined by Gx = -(Fa;) and, if H is in B, then F + H is the element G of B defined by Gx = Fx + Hx.
THEOREM A'. Suppose F is a function from the number interval [a, δ] into B, A a point of S, r a positive number, c in [a, 6] , each of U and V a variation function for [a, 6] , Suppose further that for p and q in [α, δ] , x and y in S, \\x -A\\ ^ r and \\y -A\\ ^ r, we have
If T is the function from the square disc [α, b] x [α, δ] into B defined by T(p, q)-I+[F(p)-F(q)] then there is a subinterval Q f of [α, δ] containing c such that if t is in Q' and J is a chain from c to t y then IIΠJ(2\ A) -A\\ ^ r and, if Q is such an interval and t is in Q, then the continuous product C ]P {T, A) is a point of S.
Proof We shall prove that T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A, with W the closing function U V.
If x and y are in S, p and q are in [a, δ] , \\x -A\\ ^ r and \\y -A\\ <; r, then
D{T(p, q)x, T(p, q)y) = \\x + [F(p) -F(q)]x -y-[F(p) -F(q)]y\\ \\x -V\\ + \\[F(p) -F(q)]x -[F(p) -F(q)]y\\
which is (1) of the hypothesis of Theorem A. Also,
which is (2) of the hypothesis of Theorem A. Suppose x is in S, p and q in [a, δ] and HΠJ' {T, X) -A\\ ^ r for each chain J' from q to a number t in [α, δ] such that \p -t\ + \t -q\ = \p -q\. Denote by {ίJfJi 1 a chain J from p to q and set
Then \T jyJ \x is x if j -0, a; + ^xa? if j = 1 and
which is (3) of the hypothesis of Theorem A. This establishes Theorem A r . 2 As before, we denote C IΓ (T, A) by Y(t).
COROLLARY.
If t is in Q, n an integer greater than 1, J the chain {tί}ϊ*ΐ from c to t of mesh d and R(d) is the least number k such that, if each of p and q is in Q and \p -q\
as was to be proved. 
or not M is a number such that V = MC7".
3 If V=Mϋ and TF=(1/2)M17« then
It follows from this corollary that for a positive number ε there is a positive number δ such that, if t is in Q and J a chain from c to t of mesh less that δ then \\Y(t) -UΛT, A)\\ < ε.
Other approximations to Y(t).
If a? is a positive number and n a positive integer then [1 + (xjn) + (Il2) (x(nf] n is a closer approximation to e x than is [1 + (a?/rc)] n . The theorems in this section may be regarded as generalizations of this fact.
With each chain J whose terms are in [a, δ] we associate certain elements of B which we denote by the letter J with a subscript and a superscript. Suppose p and q are in [a, 6] , J the chain {£<}?.# from p to q and
Thus,
Denote by Q 1 a subinterval of [α, b] (g, p) x the point w of Theorem B. Note that for each refinement K of the chain J of mesh 3 from p to q we have (4.1) HΓWfo, P)α -#£ } *ll ^ i2
where m + 1 is the number of terms in K. 
COROLLARY. Ifp is between c and q, x and y in S, \\x-A\\+ V(p, q)tί r, || y -A \\ + V(p, q) ^ r and J is the chain

p)x -T^(q, p)y\\ £ \\x -y\\ {exp [U(p,
Proof. This may be proved by an induction argument similar to one used in proving (2.3), starting with \\Jΐ>χ -JPυU £ \\J22iχ -J^y\\ + v n ,j\\J<*S»X -j^y\\.
THEOREM C. Under the hypothesis of Theorem B, if J is the chain {tι}^ι from p to q, then
Proof As in part of the proof of Theorem A' we have
Suppose there is a positive integer f such that, for some positive integer u not greater than n one has
|| [π T ί(J ] -jw>χ I > -L V(p, t u+1 )[U(p, t u+1 )Y
and denote by j the least such positive integer j''. Then,
which is a contradiction and Theorem C is established. and, by mathematical induction,
for even/ refinement H of J, that is for every positive number 3. This establishes the theorem. Note that, in the case n = 1 and J is the two-term sequence c, t, the sequence {T (i) (£, c)A}J°-i converges to 5 If y = JWT7 then the inequality in the theorem may be
The integral equation Y(t) = A + γ c dF F. In this section we shall prove that, under the hypothesis of Theorem A', the only solution Y(t) on Q of this integral equation, which is continuous and satisfies \\Y(t) -A\\ ^ r, is C ΓP (T, A).
We first make precise the meaning of the integral.
The statement that {a t }ϊ*ϊ is a subdivision from the number u to the number v means that {αJfJV is a non-increasing or non-decreasing sequence having an odd number of terms such that {α 2< -i}4-i
2)/a is a chain from u to υ the mesA of the subdivision is the mesh of this chain and a refinement {δJtLV of {αJfJΊ The statement that X is F-integrable from u to v means there is a point w in S such that for a positive number ε there is a subdivision iϋ from u to v such that, if iϋ' is a refinement of iϋ, then WΣiR'ΛF X-w\\<e.
If X is Λ-integrable from u to v, this point w is denoted by \ υ u dF X.
THEOREM E. // F is a function from the number interval [α, b] into B, X a continuous function from [α, 6] into S, u and v in [a, b] and V a variation function for [α, δ] such that, for each p, q in [a, b] x [α, bi and each of x and y in the image of [α, b] under X we have \\[_F{ V ) -F(q)]x -[F(p) -F(q)]y\\ £ \[x -y\\V(p,g) , then X is F-integrable from u to v.
A proof, following closely an existence proof for ordinary integrals, is omitted. (Cf. [2] ).
THEOREM F. Under the hypothesis of Theorem A', the function Y from Q into S defined by Y(t) = c Π f (ϊ\ A) is the only continuous function G from Q into S such that, G(t) = A + SϊdF-G and \\G(t) -A\\ ^ r for t in Q.
Proof. The function Y is continuous (Corollary 4 to Theorem A) and F-integrable from c to each ί in Q (Theorem E). Suppose ε is a positive number and denote by δ a positive number such that, if J is a chain from c to the number t in Q of mesh not greater than δ, then
where Q -[a, β] (Corollary to Theorem A'). Suppose R is a subdivision from c to t such that, if R is a refinement of R then Suppose that G is a continuous function from Q into 5 such that \\G(t) -A|| ^ r and G(t) = A + ^dF G for each ί in Q. From the definitions of the integrals involved, we have that if k is the continuous function such that ||F(ί) -G(ί)|| = k(t) for each t in Q and g(t) = U(c, t) for each t in Q, then for each t in Q. Since it follows that 0 ^ A (ί) ^ JίcZ^ A; for each ί in Q. But this implies that k(t) = 0 and hence, F(ί) = G(ί) for each t in Q. This completes the proof of Theorem F.
6. Examples, In this section some of the results of the preceding sections are applied. EXAMPLE [α, 6] and all x and y in S. Suppose furthermore that A is in S, c is in [α, δ] , T(p, q) = / + and there is a variation function Z7 for [α, δ] such that (6.1)
Suppose F is a function from [a, b] into B such that F(t)[x + y] = F(t)x + F(t)y for all t in
for every x in S and each (p, q) in [α, 6] (p,q) by V(p,q) for each (p, g) in [α, 6] 
IΓ' (T, A) -Π (T, A)\\ £ (1I2)R(S) exp [U(c, t')-l] ,
J
where R(d) is as defined in that corollary. But since V= ||AH {exp [U(c, t f )\}U, we have
R(d) = \\A\\{exv[U(c,t')]}R'(δ)
where R(δ) is the least number k such that if p and q are in [a, b] and 
Moreover, if I^p, q)y = [F(p) -F(q)]y and
for each number pair (p, q) in [α, 6] x [α, 6] and all y in S, then T^{p, q)x = x + l x (p, g)x + + / fc (p, g)^. [2] , [9] If S is a normed, linear and complete space, and F{p)F{q) = F(q)F(p) for each (p, g) in [α, 6] x [α, 6], then I 3 ( v , q)x = [llJ\] [F(p)-F(q) yx. [4] EXAMPLE 2. For this example, S is the real numbers. It is shown how a solution to (6.2) Y
can be obtained by means of the continuous product under certain condition on /.
THEOREM G. Suppose that [a, b] is a number interval, c in [α, 6] , A a number, r a positive number and f a function from the number plane into the numbers such that if x is a number then the function g defined by g(t) = f (t, x) [α, 6] such that IE [f(v, x) -f(v, y)]dv^\x -y\U(p, q) for each (p, q) in [α, 6] [u, Y 19 ,
for each number t is quasi-continuous and the function h defined by h(t) = f(x, t) for each number t is continuous. If there is a variation function U for
where the f Λ satisfy suitable conditions. This system of equations may be written as and F(u) This integral equation will be considered in some detail in order to illustrate how Theorem F and various of the other theorems and corollaries of this paper may be applied.
Suppose that r is a positive number. If p, q, y and z are numbers, \y\ ^ r and \z) ^ r, then
where C/(p, Q' ) = 2r|p -g| and V(p, q) = (1 + r 2 )|p -g| for each number pair (p, g). Now the contraction of U and V to an interval is a variation function on that interval. Suppose that
T(p, q)y = y + [F(p) -F(q)]y = y + (p -q)(l + tf)
for each of p, q, y a number.
According to (i) of the proof of Theorem A, 0 ]p (T, 0) exists if
Thus (6.4) determines (see (i) of the proof of Theorem A) an interval of convergence for the continuous product for each positive number r. The longest such interval determined by (6.4) is [-1/2,1/2] as 1/2 is the maximum of r/(l + r 2 ) for all positive numbers r.
Suppose that 0 < \x\ < 1/2. Since (1/2) \x\ -Vll (2\x\) Γ^~ΐ is the least number t such that \x\ ^ £/(l + t 2 ), the choice r 1 = j Γ= ΠL and V(p, q) = (1 + rl)\p -q\ for each number pair (p, q) will yield, for each chain J from 0 to x, the smallest upper bound to I ϋ Tί x (T, 0) -ΠΛT, 0) 1 of the type given in the corollary to Theorem A'. By means of (6.4) this yields an interval of convergence containing x.
Suppose that C, r 2 and r 3 are numbers such that [Yχi/2) -C\ = r 2 < r 3 . Suppose furthermore that lC| + r 3 = r 4 , £f(;p, θ) = 2r 4 |p -g| and F(p, g) = (1 + rl)\p -q\ for each number pair (p, q). Thus, by Corollary 6 to Theorem A, if Q 1 is an interval such that F(l/2, x λ ) r 3 -r % if Xι is in Q 1? then there is a point which is i/alF' 1 (2\ C) for each
Suppose that x. λ is in Q λ and is greater than 1/2 and J is a chain from 1/2 to # 2 . From the inequalities in Corollary 6 to Theorem A and the corollary to Theorem A, the error in approximating Y(x z ) (i.e., tan #) by ΠJ-(T, C) can be determined. From these corollaries, it follows that for a positive number ε there is a positive number d and a chain J from 1/2 to χ. λ such that, if |tan 1/2 -d| < d and J f is a refinement of J, then HI/-(ϊ\ Q -tan x\ < ε.
In this way, the interval of convergence of the continuous product can be extended beyond [-1/2, 1/2] .
Suppose that q is in [-1/2, 1/2] , p is between 0 and q and x is a number such that \x\ -\-2\q -p\ ^ 1. As an illustration for § 4 it will now be shown how T (2) (p, q)x can be determined where T (u, v)yy + (u -v) (l + y 1 ) for each number pair and every number y. By Theorem B, there is a number which is T^(p, q)x. Suppose that n is a positive integer greater than 2. Denote by J n the chain from p to q which is {p + (i -l)(g -p)ln}i*ί. Denote As % -* Co we get
The reader may note that the first three terms of T& (p,q) x are the same as the first three terms of the power series expansion about p of Y(q) where Y is the function satisfying
Y(t) = (t -p) + x + \Y{ufdu
for each number t such that \p -t\ + \t -q\ = \p -Q\*
